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3 Localizações indicadas 

Café Venetia 

"Espresso Done Right"

Cafe Venetia is a coffee shop that pays serious attention to detail. Beans

are specially imported just for del Doge; in the past, small amounts of

Cameroon Arabica coffee and Caribbean beans have been featured. The

shop is known for its skilled baristas, who make some of the best

cappuccinos in the area complete with latte art on top. Along with

standard espresso drinks, the cafe offers more unique choices such as hot

chocolates, affogato (vanilla ice cream and espresso), Caffe Pedrocchi

(espresso with mint cream layered on top) and giacometto (espresso,

cocoa, textured milk and ground hazelnut served in a martini glass lined

with chocolate hazelnut spread).

 +1 650 323 3600  www.cafevenetia.com/  419 University Avenue, Palo Alto CA

Tea Time 

"Elegant Tea Service"

Palo Altonians flock to Tea Time to purchase tea leaves, to eat Sunday

brunch, or to enjoy a relaxing yet elegant full tea service. A variety of

scones, pastries, elaborate tea sandwiches, and salads are available,

along with a wide selection of teas, of course. Teas run the gamut from

basic earl grey, black and green teas, to the more exotic pomegranate

white tea, apricot brandy, and Japanese cherry. Iced teas and chai lattes

are also available. It's the perfect place to grab a drink to go, or step inside

and spend a couple of tranquil hours in conversation with friends amidst

the bustle of downtown Palo Alto.

 +1 650 328 2877  www.tea-time.com/  contact@tea-time.com  542 Ramona Street, Palo

Alto CA

Coupa Café 

"Coffee from Venezuela"

Coupa Cafe is the first outlet in the United States by the Arabic Coffee

company. Famous for its hand-picked, 100 percent Arabic beans, this

Venezuelan company has managed to generate a loyal following in the

city.They also serve French pastries, crepes, salads, panini, beer and wine

to enhance the flavor of its branded coffee. Their service is excellent they

can create beautiful latte art.

 +1 650 322 6872  www.coupacafe.com/  PaloAlto@coupacafe.com  538 Ramona Street, Palo

Alto CA
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